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Dual Champion Field Champion
Amateur Field Champion

JJ’s Jessie

When viewing Jessie’s 2013 Retriever Hall of Fame enshrinement please consider the following. 
Jessie’s numbers and accomplishments within the Chesapeake Bay Retriever breed are easily Hall 
of Fame worthy. Mere points just don’t tell the entire story of this great Chesapeake.

Jessie was the FIRST female Chesapeake Bay Retriever in the history of the breed to hold the 
AKC titles of Dual Champion (Dual CH) -- Field Champion (FC plus conformation Champion (CH) 
along with the title of Amateur Field Champion (AFC), plus the obedience title (CD) -- and she was 
also a certified therapy dog. Jessie was the daughter of a second breeding with fellow Retriever 
Hall-Of-Famer FC-AFC-CFC-CAFC Chesdale Chippewa Chief X Dual CH Fireweed’s Jasmine.

Linda chose Jessie at three weeks old as a pet for our daughter Jenni (hence the name JJ’s) but 
Jessie spent her life as Linda’s constant partner and best friend . Jessie’s formal training began as a 
two year old with Mike Lardy, Handjem Retrievers.

Jessie earned 64 All-Age Field Trial points along with 20+ conformation championship points and 
qualified for the seven National Open and/or National Amateur Championships, 1987 thru 1992 
including 1990, 1991, and 1992 when Jessie competed with her daughter DUAL CH & AFC JJ’s 
Chi-Town Blizzzard CD MH, making history as the only mother daughter Dual Champion Chesa-
peakes ever to compete together at the National Retriever Championship level. Jessie was the Top 
Chesapeake Field Trial Bitch in the country six times -- until her daughter Lizzy took over!

Jessie produced Dual CH & AFC JJ’s Chi-Town Blizzard CD MH, CFC-CAFC When Harry Met Jes-
sie plus many qualified All-Age dogs, dogs with All-Age wins and Master Hunter titles.

Jessie’s career was shortened by canine degenerative myelopathy (DM), however, when you re-
view the total of her accomplishments you realize that Jessie is a cornerstone of the Chesapeake 
breed as she set a standard for future generations! She made history -- for her breed -- and the 
field trial sport!

DOB: September 20, 1982
(Sire: FC-AFC-CFC-CAFC Chesdale Chippewa Chief ex Dam: Dual CH Fireweeds Jasmine)

Owned by: Linda and Jennifer Jaynes-Patterson


